
conception + application:         single line systems         twin line systems         metering technology

progressive systems                           fittings / piping / hoses                           handling technology

Technology  for metering / lubrication / controling

Often an optimal lubricant supply can be achieved only by

spraying of the lubricant.

Highly loaded gear rims in heavy drives, as e.g. with rotating

furnaces and mills, need special greases, which must be

particularly up-sprayed continuously in substantial

quantities on the teeth profiles during running-in.

The spraying valves offered by us fulfill these

widespread demands. With them its possible to spray

greases finely until NLGI class 2-3.

Spraying can take place both intermittently and

continuously. Through the 5/2-way control valve air

impulses are routed to the working piston. The air pressure

has to be approx. 5-6 bar. For the cleaning of the nozzle (no

pre- or after-dripping) the valve works with pre- and/or

after-air-pressure, whereby the duration of the after-air-

pressur can be individually adjusted.

          Spraying grease / Apply lines

Grease spraying valves

Grease discharging valves

for applying points and lines

In many cases of applications a punctual or linear

discharging is necessary e.g. worthwhile.

With our precise discharging valves an even grease

application is obtained. With timing it can exactly

proportioned quantities of circle, linear or punctually

amounts be laid on.

The highest frequence of timing is 50-60 cycles/sec.

The discharging valve is a pneumatically steered item for

processing pasty media (greases up to NLGI class 2-3).

Extremely short control air ways, which are made

possible by the directly flanged on 3/2-way-solenoid

valve, bring a very fast and and accurate open- and close-

motion of the needle.

The material supply pressure must be adapted the

desired spraying area. The max. operating pressure is 10

bar depend on model. Discharging can take place either

intermittently or continuously.

Variable mounting position (distance to discharged

area addicted to favoured grease position)

Advantages

- high reducing of costs - micro discharging

- process safety - No after-dripping

- clean environment - high clock cycle

- very easy for automation - easy to integrate

Spraying valves or discharging valves

to apply areas (selective or linear)

Nozzle-models in many forms and dimensions

Electrical / pneumatical activating



With the grease discharging unit its possible to charge grease

in a safe, filtered and pulsation-free way to the spraying valve

or discharging valve.

The unit plant consists of grease-station (barrel pump or

container lift system), filter, manometers and additional

armatures and pipes.

With the container lift system a fast and problem-free

change of material bundles for pasty media is ensured.

Pedestrian pulling up by hand of the stripping cover and

the grease pump takes place here pneumatically.

->Please see our data sheet about container lift systems

Grease spraying / Apply lines

Addditional instructions for use:

The processing of media by means of the discharging valves

requires attention from the user regarding to following basic

rules:

Before using media it has to be clarify, if:

- it is possible a processing of the medium due to

its flow characteristics with the discharge valve

- the medium is corresponding to the desired

requirements e.g. like compatibility with seals

material

The possibility for spraying of a lubricant depends not

alone of the viscosity or penetration, but also is affected to a

considerable degree by the additives. In any case, lubricants

should be examined of solid or detention material additives

before its spraying application.

Demand us!

Present to us your application problem!

-   Which medium (oil, liquid grease or grease)?

-   Which order form (in a circle, linear or areal)?

-   Which construction unit is to be sprayed/moistened?

We gladly give you our free and noncommittal offer with all technical information to you.

Grease discharging unit

Container lift unit

Spraying valve


